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Hi Parents,           Keep Safe 
 
As planned, we have managed to complete our ‘Welcome Back ‘ - ‘Tour of the School’ video.  My 
thanks again to our super volunteer and dear friend of our school- Mr. Rob 
Galloway for all the time he spends putting our videos together. 
 
You will know, that the National News seems to bring more information and different suggestions 
almost daily about safety restrictions in schools. It is sensible for us all to be flexible and be ready 
for any further changes. Without doubt, we trust all families are helping their children to really 
understand the importance of social distancing, hand washing and high standards of all round 
hygiene. 
 
My key issue is to try and encourage as many pupils as possible back to school but also 
support those families with real anxiety problems.- The video is a gentle reminder of our 
school and its various areas. 
 
This next week you will be sent some reminders of important issues and a list of the common 
questions parents have asked which I have answered individually up to now. 
 
On this ‘Tour of School’ video (See link below) we add to our theme music of ‘Walking on 
Sunshine’  a song which we often describe as our ‘school song’ as its words include ‘Rainbow’ 
...’following your dreams’.and ‘reaching for the stars’ ....It is    ‘Reach’ by SClub7.  -  I hope the 
video gives you and your kiddie a little smile! ( it’s about 8 minutes long) 
               ‘REACH’:     .....’We’ve got to all stick together 
                                      Good friends are there for each other.... 
               
                                                So,reach for the stars 
                                         Climb every mountain higher 
                                                 Reach for the stars 
                                             Follow you’re heart’s desire 
                                                  Reach for the stars 
                                 And when that rainbow’s shining over you 
                                That’s when your dreams will all come true 
                    
Welcome Back Video:- 
 
https://youtu.be/G1D3qK5D3dQ 

 
Regards, Graham Huckstep x 
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